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Introduction

1.1 Basic Process

1.1.1

GL data Data

Data from the GL source is extracted and loaded daily to the ‘BankBI’ Server (IP address of
10.208.3.7). This is the ‘daily Actuals F1 Measures file’.

1.1.2

Adjustment data

Adjustment data may be loaded monthly into BankBI by the Finance Team. This data is loaded
in the same ‘Measures’ format as the ‘daily Actuals F1 Measures’ load in 1.1.1 – but the
‘STG_Balance_Type’ column will state ‘Adjustment’ (rather the ‘Actuals’).

1.2 Unclassified Codes
If the data in 1.1.1 or 1.1.2 above contains records loaded against GL Codes
(STG_Bank_Code_Key) which do not have an existing mapping in BankBI, the unmapped GL
Codes will appear in the BankBI ‘Unclassified Codes’ report.
Unclassified Codes appear in the Codes table with a BankBI Code (STG_BankBI_Code
column) of #99999999.
The mappings in BankBI need to be updated in order to include the balances in the Reports.
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Mapping Unclassified Codes

2.1 Run the Unclassified Codes Report
Once the ‘Generate Results’ processing has completed for the Measures upload(s), run the
‘Unclassified Codes’ report within the ‘Trial Balance and GL Mapping’ Reports menu option.
If there are no Unclassified Codes the report will display as below:

If Unclassified Codes exist you will see the following:

These need to be mapped in order for the data in the BankBI reports to be complete and accurate.
You can expand the report to view each Unclassified Code and the value for each month.
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2.2 Updating the Codes table
This can be performed in two ways. The chosen option will depend upon the personal preference of
the person performing the update and the volume of unclassified codes requiring action.

2.2.1

On-screen Edit

Refer to the detailed instructions within the ‘Help’ icon. This is useful for adhoc and simple updates.

2.2.2

Download the ‘Codes’ table, edit and upload

This is suitable for larger volume updates and is the suggested option for updates to be performed
as part of the standard daily/monthly process.

2.2.2.1 Downloading the Codes table from BankBI


Click on the ‘cog’ icon
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From ‘Data Management’ select ‘Edit Configuration tables’ > ‘Your Chart of Accounts’

The screen displays as below:


Click on the green button ‘Download the Chart of Accounts as csv’

2.2.2.2 Updating the Codes table


Open the Codes file saved in Excel per 2.2.2.1 above.



Filter on the column 'STG_BankBI_Code' to select "#99999999" - the Unclassified Codes will
be displayed.



Highlight the "#99999999" records (so that they stand out!).



Remove the filter from the column 'STG_BankBI_Code'



Sort the data - all columns and rows – by the 'STG_Bank_Code_Key' column
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Page down the spreadsheet and for each Unclassified Code update the fields as indiacted
below.



It is also suggested that you add a new row and mapping for the ‘opposite C or D’ version for
each unclassified GL code. E.g. unclassified code BS1234-56789-D, map this and also
create and map GL code BS1234-56789-C for ‘future-proofing’.

The Columns in the Codes table are as follows:
STG_BankBI_Code - This is the mapping to the BankBI code number - this determines
where the value appears in the BankBI web application.
Refer to section 2.2.2.2.1 below for more detailed guidance.
STG_Company_Code - This will already be populated with 'BNK' and can remain
STG_Bank_Code_Key - Already populated with the GL Code per GL extraction process.
STG_Line_Description - GL Line description
STG_Source_Reference - This will be populated with BS (Balance Sheet). Amend any GL
Codes relating to PL lines to ‘PL’
Columns F to Y – 20 columns which can be used to define 'alternate hierarchies' that can be
used to download data from BankBI into excel/PowerPivot to produce other offline Reports.
STG_Balance_Factor - This is the multiplication factor that ensures that the data displays with
the desired signage in BankBI.


For example if Asset GLs are loaded from the GL source as a negative value all Asset GL Codes
would require '-1' to be entered in this field in order that they appear 'absolute' in BankBI.
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Mapping a GL Code
In order to determine how to map a new GL Code you will need to establish it’s description and
where it needs to appear in BankBI.
For example, if the GL Code relates to Interest received for a Loan then it is likely it would need to
be mapped to a BankBI Code that would result in it appearing in the Interest Income section of the
Income Statement.
In many cases it is possible to identify how to map an unclassified GL Code by referring to the GL
Codes that surround it and where they are mapped.
To view the existing BankBI Codes mapped and in use for your organization you can run the ‘COA

by BankBI Code’ report within the ‘Trial balance and GL mapping’ menu.

An alternative screen where you can also see this mapping is the ‘BankBI Chart of
Accounts’ table within the Admin menu.
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Note that if you decide to use a BankBI code that is currently ‘spare’/not in use, then you
should also update the BankBI data dictionary to amend it’s description to something relevant
for your organisation.
To do this – refer to section FA02 within the BankBI ‘help’ menu

2.2.2.3 Uploading the updated Codes table to BankBI
Once you have completed all of the updates:


copy the data (columns A to Z and all completed rows) into a blank excel workbook.



Save the file as a ‘csv (comma delimited)’ file type



Upload the csv file to BankBI via the Admin window in the usual way (‘Upload new file’
screen). Refer to the Finance Administrator ‘Help’ menu ‘FA10 Upload New File’ for detailed
steps on how to do this.
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Once the Upload ‘Job Status’ is ‘complete’ (‘Upload Status’ screen)



‘Generate Results’



Once Generate Results has completed, check that there are now no Unclassified Codes –
per Section 2.1.
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